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A chimp killed a toddler named Mujuni Semata in Kyamajaka in July 2014. After the family fled,

chimps remained in the village-even staring at their reflections in the windows of the Sematas' vacant

house.

LIFE WASALREADYHARD for Ntegeka Semata and her family, scratching

out a livelihood on their patch of land along a ridgeline in western Uganda. They were

barely producing enough to feed themselves and make a little cash, and now a group

of hungry, bold chimpanzees threatened their sustenance, maybe even their safety.



The chimps had been coming closer for a year or two, roaming all through

Kyamajaka village, searching for food, ripping bananas from the trees, grabbing

mangoes and papayas and whatever else tempted them. They’d helped themselves to

jackfruit from a tree near the Semata family's house. But on July 20, 2014, scary

tribulations gave way to horror-a form of horror that has struck other Ugandan

families as well. That was the day a single big chimp, probably an adult male,

snatched the Sematas' toddler son, Mujuni, and killed him.

"A chimpanzee came in the garden as I was digging, "Ntegeka Semata recalled

during an interview in early 2017. Her four young children were with her as she

combined mothering with hard field work, but when she turned her back to get them a

drink of water, the chimp grabbed her two-year-old son by the hand and ran. The

boy's screaming brought other villagers, who helped the mother give chase. But the

chimp was rough and strong, and the fatal damage occurred fast.

"It broke off the arm, hurt him on the head, and opened the stomach and removed

the kidneys, "Semata said. Then, stashing the child’s battered body under some grass,

the chimp fled. Mujuni died en route to a regional hospital.

Things are still uneasy in Kyamajaka, for some people and some chimpanzees.

Attacks on human infants have continued--at least three fatalities and half a dozen

injuries or narrow escapes in the area. The main cause, it seems, is habitat loss for

chimps in parts of western Uganda-forested lands outside national parks and reserves

that have been converted to agriculture and cut for timber and firewood.

Demographic and landscape changes are happening fast throughout Kagadi

District（which includes Kyamajaka）, just east of Lake Albert and the Rwenzori

Mountains, and in neighboring districts as well. The rich, volcanic soil supports a

burgeoning number of families on small, private plots eking out a living from corn

and cassava and fruits, with a little income from tobacco, coffee, sugarcane, and rice.



Ntegeka Semata comforts her two younger
children, both born since their brother was
killed. The family left Kyamajaka for an
inadequate new home: a rented room, safe from
chimps but with no land to farm. They later
acquired a farmable plot and started over.

The Uganda Wildlife Authority is acutely aware of the chimp situation, and

although chimps outside protected areas（as well as within national parks and reserves）

fall under the authority's responsibility, private forests do not.

“Unfortunately, it is hard for us-impossible for us-to prevent clearing of these

areas,” said UWA executive director Sam Mwandha. "We can only plead; we can only

educate and hope.”

But appreciating a forest for its long-term benefits, such as mitigating erosion

and buffering temperature, can be difficult in the face of short-term pressures to grow

crops for food. So the immediate need, Mwandha said, is to “create awareness"among

people that their vigilance against chimps must be constant. To that end, the UWA

deployed three rangers in the region and established a wildlife outpost to monitor

chimps and help villagers learn to live with them.

The chimps of Kyamajaka-maybe just a dozen or so in the village

environs-were nesting nightly in remnant woods or the nearby eucalyptus plantation.

Because their wild foods had largely disappeared, they emerged by day to feed from



the crop fields and fruit trees surrounding homes. They moved stealthily, mostly on

the ground because there was no forest canopy left to swing along, sometimes coming

into close contact with people. They drank at the same stream where village women

and children fetched water, and when they walked upright, standing four feet tall, they

seemed menacingly humanoid.

Chimpanzees, along with bonobos, are our closest living relatives. Their species,

Pan troglodytes, is classified endangered by the International Union for Conservation

of Nature. Their total population throughout Africa is at most 300,000, possibly far

less. As adults, they're big, dangerous animals-a male might weigh 130 pounds and be

nearly half again as strong as a similar-size man.

Chimps in productive forests live mostly on wild fruit, such as figs, but they will

kill and eat a monkey or small antelope when they can, tearing the body to pieces and

sharing it excitedly. Because chimps tend to be wary of adult humans, their aggressive

behavior toward people, when it occurs, falls mainly upon children.

Chimpanzees in Uganda are protected by law: It's illegal to hunt or kill one.

They're further protected by tradition of the Bunyoro people in western Uganda, who,

unlike some Congolese across the border, don’t hurt them as food.

For more than three years after the trauma of her son's abduction, Ntegeka

Semata and her husband, Omuhereza Semata, continued living in their house. But

Ntegeka couldn't work in the garden, and the children were sometimes too afraid to

eat. "I am scared all the time that other chimpanzees might come back,” Ntegeka said.

By the end of 2017, the Sematas had fled and were living a marginalized existence in a

rented room three miles away.

“ I feel like we’ve been cast back into poverty,” Ntegeka said after the move.



THE DEATH OF MUJUNI SEMATAwas no isolated event. Police reports

from the town of Muhororo (of which Kyamajaka is a satellite village with a few

hundred families) describe two chimp-on-child attacks during 2017. On May 18 a

toddler named Maculate Rukundo was seized in a cornfield while her mother worked

the crop. A crowd of local people, soon joined by police, tracked the chimps to a patch

of forest, where the little girl lay dead in a pool of blood. Five weeks later, chimps

(possibly the same group) took a year-old boy from another garden plot, with his

mother nearby. A posse of villagers pursued the chimps until they dropped the boy,

who survived. More such incidents have been reported in the area.

From elsewhere in western Uganda have come similar gruesome accounts over

the years: one child killed on the sugarcane plantation at Kasongoire, in 2005; four

chimpanzee attacks on children, with one fatality, near the Budongo Forest Reserve,

farther north; eight attacks in the 1990s, seven of which were probably by a single

rogue male, near Kibale National Park.

Most cases involve chimps that are reckless at one fateful moment, not

repeatedly. This has happened in chimp range across Africa, most notoriously at



Gombe Stream National Park, famed primatologist Jane Goodall's study site in

Tanzania where in 2002 an adult male chimp snatched and killed a human baby.

CHIMPANZEESAREN'T the only primates facing pressures. Despite law and custom,

among communities of angry, powerless people in western Uganda who fear for their children,

there have been killings of chimps too-retaliatory, defensive. Late in of 2018, an adult male

chimp was fatally speared, and a young female was beaten to death with

sticks and stones. All these painful ambiguities show up vividly at a place called Bulindi, where

one group of chimpanzees and their fraught interactions with people are studied by a British

biologist named Matt McLennan.

McLennan came to Uganda in 2006, as a doctoral student at Oxford Brookes University, in

England, to study how chimps adapt their behavior to living in a human-modified landscape. He

knew that the Budongo Forest Reserve was good habitat with some 600 chimps and that another

forest reserve about 5o miles to the southwest, Bugoma, harbored roughly the same number.

Between those two refuges was a mixed

landscape of small farms and large sugarcane plantations, with a growing human population and

shrinking patches of forest. about 300 chimps lived in that middle zone, finding refuge in the

forest patches, venturing out from the forests onto croplands for food. Much of the land was

private, and after passage of the 1998 Land Act, which formalized deeded property, people felt

empowered to harvest their forests and switch to crops. Survival in such a landscape, for a single

chimp or a group of them, was problematic.

This tangle of circumstances drew McLennan to

Bulindi, about halfway between Budongo and Bugoma, where he found a group of at least 25

chimps. With Tom Sabiiti, a local research collaborator, he began to gather ecological data

from indirect evidence such as fecal samples and nest surveys. It was difficult:

Unlike wild chimps in good habitat, which tend to be shy,

these Bulindi chimps had a menacing edge.

"We found out pretty quickly that they didn’t like people inside the forest, "McLen

nan told me."Their strategy was to try to intimidate us, which they did very effectively.”

The big males, especially, hooted, drummed on the ground, thrashed vegetation. B

ut eventually the chimps came to tolerate the researchers,



and the pair gathered data for two years. But clearing was under way, and the chimps wer

e getting bolder. The first attack on a child, within memory of local people, occurred in 20

07. The

next year McLennan went back to England and wrote his dissertation. When he returned i

n 2012 to continue field research, things had changed.

Most of the forest was gone. Fields of corn, cassava, sweet potato, and other garde

n produce

spread across the hillsides. There were fewer chimps in the local group, and fewer adult

males.

Some decline may have been deaths from leghold

traps, an illegal means of discouraging animals such as chimps and baboons from taking crops.

The remaining chimps seemed even bolder, especially around women and children. Their

diet included more of the human crops, such as jackfruit, to the resentment of local residents.

What McLennan has found is that the chimps at Bulindi are coping-for now Their number has

risen slightly, and to his surprise a young female showed up in late December 2019, the first tim

e a migrating female has appeared in Bulindi since at least 2012. They’re robust;

most adult females

have infants. Genetic analysis of the chimps’ DNA-led by Maureen McCarthy at the Max

Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and published in 2018-suggests that their

isolation hasn’t yet brought severe inbreeding.

Two months after the Sematas left their

house, photographer Ronan Donovan

set up nearby, and he says chimps

visited every day for a week. They

seemed enticed but agitated by their

reflections in the windows, as if

challenged by rival chimps living

inside.



But sometimes the Bulindi chimps carry higher levels of stress-related hormones than

a population of chimps within the BudongoReserve, just 20 miles away. Does that mean their

piratical way of life, staying so close to humans

and foraging for their food, is inherently stressful? It’s hard to know whether they’re thriving

on human foods or suffering tension from their nearness to people-or both.

Among the people at Bulindi, attitudes vary.

Lillian Tinkasiimire, an amiable matriarch whose little redbrick house is graced with a

mango tree in front and a fig tree behind, both of

which attract chimpanzees, takes a steady view.

"The chimps are very clever, "she said. "If you

don’t chase them, they will be your friend. If you

chase them, you will see fire. "Tinkasiimire has

preserved much of her forest. Her attitude is, let

the chimps live there, let them be, let them visit.

McLennan hopes to encourage such tolerance. He and his late fiancée, Jackie Rohen,

created the Bulindi Chimpanzee and Community Project.

(Rohen died of a pulmonary embolism in early

2020 in Uganda while continuing her work with

McLennan. The project provides development assistance to families and incentives to miti

gate clashes between chimps and humans: payment of

school fees in exchange for reforestation, starter

plants for shade-grown coffee, stoves that use less

firewood, borehole wells that allow women and children to avoid danger when fetching

water at pools where chimps drink. The best way to preserve peace,

McLennan and Rohen recognized, is to help BulIindi’s chimps and people stay apart.

AT KYAMAJAKA and other villages

near Muhororo, three hours southwest of Bulindi, things are different. McLennan doesn’t st

udy these chimps, and no similar community project offers incentives to preserve

forest or measures to defuse conflict. No one knows how many chimpanzees live in

the Muhororo forest remnants (maybe 20, maybe fewer?)



or where their next unfortunate meeting with humans may occur.

Half an hour’s walk from Kyamajaka, photographer Ronan Donovan and I spoke with

Swaliki Kahwa, whose son Twesigeomu (known as Ali)

was taken by a chimp in 2016, before his second

birthday--dragged away and fatally battered. Kahwa deferred to his elder brother, Sebowa

Baguma Kesi, the village chairman, to tell us about it. Kesi, a grave but cordial man, produ

ced a police report and showed us the postmortem photos.The boy&apos;s right arm had b

een nearly torn off; a gash on his groin may have cut the femoral artery;

some of his fingers were broken. According to the times listed on the report, little

Ali took almost 12 hours to die.

Kesi noted dryly that villagers have been taught to consider chimpanzees

"beneficial"-that chimp-based ecotourism would bring visitors to

the cornfields around Muhororo. "We don’t see

any benefit, "he said. "It’s killing our children.”

The national reserves, such as Budongo and

others, with sizable chimpanzee populations, are

a problem of one sort for the UWA. Those areas

are degraded by illegal woodcutting, cropping,

and settlement, with which the agency, in partnership with the National Forestry Authority,

deals firmly. Some illicit settlers are even evicted

from the reserves. But for chimp-human conflict within communities such as Kyamajaka,

UWA’s approach is gentler. Executive Director Mwandha says the steps taken to create awa

reness of the immediate dangers and potential benefits of chimpanzees amid villages are ha

ving

some success. In Kyamajaka, Norah Nakanwagi, the village chairwoman, had told Donova

n and me that the solution was to take the chimps

away. “Not to kill them. But take them away.”

WHY NOT MOVE the chimps? Yes, people ask about that,

McLennan told me. But move them where? There’s no vacant

chimpanzee habitat anywhere in Uganda And dropping them into habitat occupied by



other chimps would provoke chimpanzee war. Another dire option:

Kill the chimps to protectthe people. But no one is likely to advocate that

as official policy. A third option:

measures such as starter coffee plants, stoves that use less firewood,

reforestation incentives, borehole wells alternate sources of income, patience, sympathy.

It’s a local problem that’s not just local. Uganda’s dilemma foretells the future of chim

panzees

across Africa. What makes a village like Kyamajaka seem so pitiable, and a town like Buli

ndi seem so important, is that in those two places the future has arrived.

| David Quammen’s 16 books include Spillover:

Animal Infections and the Next Human Pandemic. Ronan Donovan made the transition

from field biologist to photographer after spending a year in Uganda researching chimps.


